
TrustedHousesitters Collected 6,000+ Opted-
In Leads With a Contest Launched by Mapp

TrustedHousesitters partnered with Mapp’s Lead Generation team to acquire new, 

opted-in leads to grow their database with pet lovers who enjoy traveling.

TrustedHousesitters launched 

in 2010 with one simple 

mission: to keep pets happy 

and safe in their own homes. 

They connect thousands of 

home and pet owners with 

care-orientated sitters who 

will look after their home and 

pets for free, in exchange for a 

place to stay. 
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About Mapp

Mapp’s Digital Marketing Services team is experienced in marketing across the globe. They are here to get you 

results – wherever you are and whatever your business, period. Combining the power of Mapp’s experts and the 

Mapp Cloud platform, they can deliver services in lead generation, campaign management, email deliverability, 

data analysis, and strategy consultation. 

Mapp collected and cleansed the data from the landing page 

and put it through a welcome program, using Mapp’s leading 

marketing execution platform to create these automated 

communications. After signing up and opting in, the participants 

immediately received a welcome email triggered by Mapp Engage.

 
GOAL EXCEEDED:  
6 ,000 +  OPTED- IN LEADS

 

The campaign exceeded the goal, surpassing the number of 

requested leads. The results showed the acquisition email 

collected the highest amount of opted-in leads, but the content 

placement had a significantly higher click-to-lead-conversion rate. 

The welcome emails had an above average open rate (35-45%), as 

they were sent out immediately after sign up - when the user was 

most engaged with TrustedHousesitters. Overall, Mapp was able 

to collect, verify, and add 6,000+ leads to the TrustedHousesitters 

database with this campaign. 

The Campaign: 
WIN A  C ITY  BREAK WORTH £1 ,000 
WITH TRUSTEDHOUSESITTERS

The campaign centered on a contest that participants entered for 

a chance to win a city break worth £1,000. Mapp’s team went to 

their network of publishers and media outlets to place media buys 

that fit the campaign objectives. The ads consisted of emails and 

content placements that drove participants to a landing page with 

a sign-up form. 
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